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Abstract Complex software systems modelled as multi-agent systems
(MAS) are characterised by activities that are generated either by agents,
or by the environment in its most general acceptation—that is, environmental resources and the spatio-temporal fabric. Modelling and engineering complex multi-agent systems (MAS) – such as pervasive, adaptive,
and situated MAS – requires then to properly handle diverse classes of
events: agent operations, resource events, spatio-temporal situation.
In the following, first we devise out the requirements for a software architecture for an agent-based middleware based on boundary artefacts,
then we sketch a concrete architecture based on the TuCSoN middleware
for MAS coordination.

1

Motivation

Today’s complex computational systems more and more require strict coupling
with the environment: pervasive, adaptive, self-organising systems need to work
as situated systems, able to react to relevant changes in the environment, and to
possibly act over it appropriately and timely. Interaction with the environment
is then one of the main issue in complex computational systems nowadays [1].
On the other hand, agent-oriented abstractions and technologies provide a
solid ground for complex system modelling and engineering: in particular, metamodels like A&A [2], middlewares like CArtAgO [3], JADE [4], TuCSoN [5],
agent-oriented methodologies like Gaia [6], PASSI [7] and SODA [8] already
proved their effectiveness in dealing with the engineering of complex software
systems [9]. The reactive nature of situated systems, however, does not cope
well with the proactive nature of agency, at least not with no compromise: in
particular, the event-driven computational model pushed by system situation
does not match straightforwardly the typical high-level programming model of
agent-oriented languages—in particular those for intelligent agents.
While such issues are typically faced with more articulated agent languages
and architectures – like hybrid agents architectures –, their increasing complexity
(in particular in size and number of components and events) mandates for principled solutions, possibly at system level rather than at single-component level.
Accordingly, in the following we sketch an event-driven architecture for agent
middleware exploiting coordination abstractions for event handling, discuss its
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abstract features, and describe a possible reification as a concrete architecture
based on the TuCSoN middleware for multi-agent system (MAS) coordination.

2

MAS as Event-driven Systems

Situated systems have to deal with the environment as the main source of activity, as well as the foremost target for their own activity. Environment activity
is typically modelled in terms of events, whose interaction with computational
systems is articulated in a number of stages: at least, selection of potentiallyrelevant events, perception of selected events, delivering of perceived events to
designed components, elaboration of events by components. Moreover, situatedness also means reactiveness to the spatio-temporal fabric: perceiving and reacting to events related to location and motion in space, and to the passage
of time, are essential features of mobile and pervasive computing applications.
In the overall, dealing with situatedness basically requires an event-driven programming model, along with a suitable choice of the representation language for
environment events.
On the other hand, modelling a complex computational system as a MAS
basically accounts to encapsulating system activities within agents. Whereas the
notion of environment as a sort of external source of event is more or less easy
to accept, the same does not hold for agents. However, agents in an open MAS
are possibly not designed and controlled by the MAS designer: so, their activity
should be in principle handled again as an unpredictable source of events: either
for openness, or for the intrinsic complexity that an agent behaviour may in
principle encapsulate. Accordingly, both organisation and security issues require
modelling agents, too, as (possibly unpredictable) event sources within MAS, to
be possibly handled via event-driven engineering techniques.
As a result, an event-driven view of MAS is possible, where agents and the
environment are the sources of all activities, and the overall behaviour of the
MAS is obtained by suitably modelling activities as events, and governing them
through suitable event-driven models and technologies.

3

Boundary & Coordination Artefacts

Whereas agents and environment are the most suitable abstractions to handle
activities in a MAS, artefacts – being reactive by definition – are the most
suitable abstractions to encapsulate reactive behaviours—so, the most suitable
way to handle events in a complex MAS, according to the A&A meta-model [2].
The first issue is to map activities of any sort – even possibly unpredictable
ones – upon a set of admissible events—that is, those events that are accepted and handled by the MAS. Apart from an appropriate model, this requires
suitably-defined architectural abstractions embedding such a mapping. This is
in fact the role of boundary artefacts, which mediate between agents and the
MAS, as well as between the MAS and its environment.
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In particular, we envision a principled MAS architecture where each agent
and each resource in the environment is associated to its own boundary artefact,
working on the one hand as a proxy for the agent / resource within the MAS, on
the other hand as a sort of interface for the agent / resource towards the MAS.
Known examples of boundary artefacts are Agent Communication Contexts [10]
and the abstractions of Law-Governed Linda [11].
However, once brought within a MAS by a boundary artefact, an admissible
event has to be handled to possibly generate other events and / or computational
activities, defining the overall behaviour of a MAS: for instance, to aggregate
events from resources, like a bunch of sensors. This is the role of coordination
artefacts [12], which capture admissible MAS events, and associate them to
computational activities implementing coordination laws, possibly generating
further events, and giving raise to event chains.
With respect to the classification of artefacts introduced by the A&A metamodel [13], individual and resource artefacts are basically represented here by
boundary artefacts, whereas social artefacts play roughly the role of coordination artefacts, here. In principle, however, boundary artefacts have a much more
limited function with respect to individual and resource artefacts, which are devoted also to contain the basic coordination policies related to individual agents
and resources. Then, a more precise architectural mapping would require individual coordination artefacts to be associated to boundary artefacts in order to
achieve the same sort of architectural functionality provided by A&A individual
artefacts.

4

A Concrete Event-driven Architecture in TuCSoN

The abstract architecture sketched above essentially models complex MAS as
composed of proactive entities (agents, environment resources, space-time fabric)
and reactive entities (boundary and coordination artefacts), connected together
by a net of co-ordinated events. Quite unsurprisingly, a possible reification of
such an abstract architecture can be designed upon the TuCSoN middleware for
MAS coordination [5].
First of all, it is quite easy to map coordination artefacts upon ReSpecT tuple
centres [14], which are the coordination abstraction provided by TuCSoN. There,
computational activities devoted to MAS coordination can be represented in
terms of the ReSpecT logic-based specification language [15], allowing admissible
events to be associated to reactions, possibly generating further events within a
MAS.
Then, two middleware abstractions play the role of boundary artefacts in
TuCSoN: agent coordination contexts (ACC) [16], for agents, and transducers
[17], for resources. On the one hand, ACC play the role of security and organisation abstractions [18]: each agent has an associated ACC that mediates all
the agent interactions with the TuCSoN system, working both as its representative within the TuCSoN-coordinated MAS, and as its interface towards the MAS
itself, providing the agent with available operations. On the other hand, trans-
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ducers [17] are in charge of representing individual resources, along with their
own peculiar ways of interacting: each portion of the MAS environment represented by a resource is associated to its specific transducer, capable of two-way
interaction to map meaningful resource events upon admissible MAS events.
Mapping our abstract event-driven architecture upon the TuCSoN middleware obviously mandates for a complete event driven model. In TuCSoN, this is
achieved by (i) generalising the TuCSoN notion of admissible event, and (ii) extending ReSpecT as a full-fledge event-driven language, capable of dealing with
general-purpose events, enabling ReSpecT tuple centres to work as event-driven
abstractions for MAS coordination—as discussed in [19].
In order to test the effectiveness of the abstract architecture depicted above,
as well as of the corresponding TuCSoN-based concrete architecture for eventdriven engineering of complex MAS, experiments were conducted, by exploiting
the TuCSoN technology in complex application scenarios. In particular, TuCSoN
is currently adopted for the implementation of the Molecules of Knowledge (MoK
for short) model for knowledge self-organisation [20], and for the testing of the
SAPERE middleware for pervasive adaptive services [21].
The TuCSoN middleware is available as an open source project [22], and
in its current stage of development features ACC in its main distribution. The
most general notion of transducers (with transducer managers for middleware
lifecycle) and the complete situated version of ReSpecT are instead currently
under testing.
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